Presentations & Workshops on CHANGE
Taming The Dragons of Change - Keynote Address
● Is your organization facing a significant change?
● Are your people apprehensive about the change?

If these statements describe your organization, this keynote address will set a positive
tone for a productive conference or strategic planning session. This presentation
entertains the audience as they learn to savor the success they have earned and be
happy in a world of change.

Future Change

● A thought-provoking look at 10 business changes heading our way
In today’s business world, changes travel at the speed of light. To stay on top, you
must do a lot more than just react to change. You must anticipate, embrace, and use
change to your advantage. This presentation will help you thrive, not just survive, in a
world of constant change.

To Change Your Company, First Change Yourself - Presentation
● Has your company set high goals that require organizational changes?
● Do the organizational changes present major implementation challenges?
If you answered YES, this presentation will help ensure that the changes will be
successful and relatively painless. During this interactive program, executives will
learn perspectives and techniques to implement change and deal with resistance in a
way that makes the company a leader in changing markets.

Leading From The Middle – Workshop
●Do your company’s middle managers seem to be on divergent paths?
●Do they complain about each other, instead of working together?
If these questions describe your management team, this workshop is for you. Pick a
current issue, and let the middle management team resolve it during this workshop
and, at the same time, learn to increase their influence in the company and deal more
effectively with executives and each other.

Dick Stieglitz, Ph.D.

Speaker, Consultant and Author of

Taming The Dragons of Change
“10 Tips For Achieving Happiness and Success
When Everything Around You Is Changing”
Change has been Dick’s career. He earned a PhD in Nuclear Engineering from
Rensselear, and served ten years in the U.S. Navy refueling submarines during the
Cold War. After leaving the Navy, he was Vice President of a software company and
Director of Consulting for McDonnell Douglas in Washington D.C. In 1984 Dick founded
RGS Associates Inc. and developed the Integrated Change Management (ICM)
methodology to help Federal agencies change their business practices. He sold his
interest in the company, and currently speaks and consults with executives who are
trying to make change work in complex business environments.
Tamng The Dragons of Change books are based on Dick’s personal and business
experiences that provide unique insights into what many mortals fear most: Change.
They are practical book that offer entertaining, inspiring and often humorous vignettes
to present new ways for dealing with change. The vignettes make readers laugh and
cry, think and grow, as they learn how to achieve both personal happiness and career
success in a constantly changing world.

Visit Our Website To View !Video Clips From Dick’s Television Appearances
www.DragonsOfChange.com
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